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Developer at Innogin (Belgrade, Serbia)What is InnoginInnogin is a
web application for digital identification and recognition. Innogin
was launched in 2011 and today, Innogin is one of the most used
digital identification applications in Serbia. Since its launch,
Innogin has grown to encompass more than 30 million users
throughout Serbia and 24 other countries. This project is a very
exciting one and requires all its participants to add value at every
level. You will be part of a team of developers that is creating a
unique and user-friendly system. Our primary languages are Java
& Javascript and we use Spring, ElasticSearch, MongoDB and
Hibernate. About Your key role will be to contribute to the new
development of the Innogin website, database and its integration
with external systems.You will be a part of a team of highly skilled
and motivated professionals, who are always looking for ways to
improve the system.You will be an integral part of a team of 7
engineers which is dedicated to developing Innogin.What you
need5-10 years of experience with Java and Javascript. You can
take this
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